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Wooden nickel - Wikipedia Dont take any wooden nickels Meaning - YouTube It was a humorous adjuration
meaning beware of those city slickers, for no real wooden nickels were ever counterfeited - they would have cost No
Wooden Nickels, Financial Assistance to Low-Income Cancer Health Disclaimer No Wooden Nickels website, ,
strives to assist low-income cancer patients through its programs, heighten Contact us - No Wooden Nickels not for
profit website, dedicated to resources for cancer patients, people with cancer, education, information, general assistance,
bone marrow donor assistance. No Wooden Nickels Young Survival Coalition, Young women NO WOODEN
NICKELS. P.O. Box 5287 Evanston, IL 60204. (Ph) 888-842-2654 (Fx) 847-859-6416 . INCREASE YOUR No
Wooden Nickels - GuideStar Profile Depression-era expression relating to privately minted wooden tokens which
(US, dated) Do not permit yourself be cheated or duped do not be naive. No Wooden Nickels, Financial Assistance to
Low-Income Cancer - 34 sec - Uploaded by ADictionaryVideo shows what dont take any wooden nickels means. Do
not permit yourself be cheated about us - No Wooden Nickels not for profit website, dedicated to resources for cancer
patients, people with cancer, education, information, general assistance, bone marrow donor assistance. No Wooden
Nickels, Helping Families Coping With Cancer, Non Profit No Wooden Nickels mission is to ensure that low-income
cancer patients receive adequate financial assistance while undergoing treatment and care. The need Dont Take Any
Wooden Nickels. Posted by Grant No, petered out may derive from the French peter, meaning to pass gas. Another
theory No Wooden Nickels, Financial Assistance to Low-Income Cancer No Wooden Nickels. Provides valuable
indirect expense assistance to low-income cancer patients to continue treatment. (888) 842-2654 Dont take any wooden
nickels - Idioms by The Free Dictionary They may have been able to make an IBM 1401 stand on its head and spit
wooden nickels, but they may not have been familiar with (or even dont take no wooden nickels WordReference
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Forums In the United States, a wooden nickel is a wooden token coin, usually issued by a merchant or This adage, too,
precedes the use of wooden nickels as a replacement currency, suggesting that its origins lie not in the genuine monetary
value No Wooden Nickels - Flipkart Learn the history behind the saying dont take any wooden nickels at Since the
phrase was reported so casually in 1925 with no Health Disclaimer - No Wooden Nickels No Wooden Nickels - Buy
No Wooden Nickels by nell j. ford only for Rs. at . Only Genuine Products. 30 Day Replacement Guarantee. Free
Shipping. No Wooden Nickels - Cancer Matters It was a humorous adjuration meaning beware of those city slickers,
for no real wooden nickels were ever counterfeited - they would have cost Educate Yourself - The Value Behind
Wooden Nickels - BUYandHOLD dont take any wooden nickels (no is an often-heard, very colloquial but gramatically
incorrect alternate for any) is quite an old-fashioned saying dont take any wooden nickels - Wiktionary No Wooden
Nickels, through their MedStart-5 program, provides valuable, indirect expense assistance to low-income cancer patients
while in treatment. No Wooden Nickels The first recorded example seems be in 1917, where the phrase is used for
signing off a letter. 1927 M.C. McPhee College Slang in American Speech III:2: Not to take any wooden nickels, in
other words, to be alert. In both cases the sense Urban Dictionary: Dont Take Any Wooden Nickels not for profit
website, dedicated to resources for cancer patients, people with cancer, cancer information, general assistance, cancer
education, donate cancer colloquialisms - What is the origin of the phrase stand on your head Dont let yourself be
cheated. This expression was first heard in the early 20th century. Although there never were any wooden nickels as
legal tender, country Dont take any wooden nickels - phrase meaning and origin not for profit website, dedicated to
resources for cancer patients, people with cancer, education, information, general assistance, bone marrow donor
assistance. What does the phrase dont take any wooden nickels mean and Donate with Paypal or major credit card.
Official PayPal Seal. Copyright 2013 - No Wooden Nickels All Rights Reserved. contact us volunteer about us health
Wooden nickel - phrase meaning and origin - The Phrase Finder Dont let anyone get over on you! Be alert and
aware of shady people. (Often said as a goodbye) No Nickels News - No Wooden Nickels not for profit website,
dedicated to resources for cancer patients, people with cancer, education, information, general assistance, bone marrow
donor assistance. No Wooden Nickels, Financial Assistance to Low-Income Cancer One of his favorite sayings is,
Dont take any wooden nickels. I looked at my father with respect, even when I had no clue about what was coming out
of his
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